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One Vietnamese View of u.s. War Policy.
byTran Van Khiem
Tran Van Khiem consented to write this article for
the Advocate because of his concem that substantial
- numbers of Americans are not aware that the
altematives for Vietnam are not necesSarily those
espoused by President Nixon or by North Vietnam. A
self-described neutralist, Mr. Khiem's background and
experience in Vietnam suggest that his point of view
might represent that of a great many citizens of
Vietnam who are seldom given a forum in the
American press. Tran Van Khiem is an attomey, holds
a degree in advanced translation from Georgetown
University, and is now undertaking a Master's of
Comparative law at the National Law Center. Khiem is
a cousin of ex-emperor Bao Dai, and the brother of
Madame Nhu. He is a former Deputy of the South
Vietnamese National Assembly. Mr. Khiem plans to '
return to Vietnam via Moscow and Peking to resume -
his efforts to win independence for his country, an
independence which: in Khiem's view, can only come
when the last vestige of American military aid has been
removed from Vietnam.
The following story is extracted from the
manuscript of my Memoirs on the U.S. intervention in
my country. It will show how the U.S. military run my
country and why they want to remain in Viet Nam; to
law students, it will show how justice has been
administered in South Viet Nam since the Nov. 1,
1963 coup d'Etat which overthrew President Ngo Dinh
Diem and set up a military junta under general Doug;
Van Minh:
President Diem was a Roman Catholic seen by most
Vietnamese as a saint, but he opposed U.S.
intervention; his thinking can be summarized by the
slogan "U.S. weapons, yes; U.S. troops and pilots, no."
In other words, he thought that the war must be
totally Vietnamese, because / if the Americans
intervened they would make a shambles of our
country. At this time, as a Deputy to the Vietnamese
National Assembly and a Director for the Strategic
Hamlets Program in charge of national security affairs,
I agreed with President Diem, but the U.S. military
disagreed with us: they wanted to do the fighting job
themselves. This was simply a mental attitude typical of
the U.S. military; to illustrate this attitude, here is an
example: we lacked rifles to arm our people in the
Strategic Hamlets; we asked for them to the U.S.
military; they refused to give us a few thousand rifles,
even very obsolete, which were relatively cheap, but,
they, would not hesitate to lose many Phantom jets
which cost a few million dollars apiece, if they did the
job of bombing themselves. As a consequence, many
Vietnamese had to practice with wooden rifles while
waiting for genuine rifles which never came. The reason
the US military acted this way was because the US
military approach is 'a source of profits for the
industrial-military; the armament industry working for
the Defense Department' makes considerabte profits-
producing bombs and jets for billions of dollars,
whereas our Vietnamese approach is not "interesting"
from the US military-industrial point' of view. The
whole thing boils down to a question of big money. On
the other hand, career officers are always eager to
'make war in order to obtain advancement. It is as
simple as that, allthe rest is a smoke screen destined to
confuse the American public who naively and in good
faith believe their military are "saving these poor
Vietnamese" when they .bornb the hell out of us. The
Vietnamese Communists have no such problems with
either the Russians or the Chinese because there are no
Russian or Chinese contractors who make a profit-the
armament industry is produced by the State, not by
private corporations. It was the clash of their attitude
and ours which led to the coup of Nov. 1, 1963.
The U.S. military-CIA' triggered the coup, had
President Diem and my brother-In-law Nhu killed, and
_ me arrested. The idea was to decapitate the opposition
to the U.S. military who had made clear to us that they
were not interested in just giving us weapons and
money-they wanted to do the job themselves; and to
control the Vietnamese government. This is why the
Diem government was prepared to request all U.S.
troops to get out of Viet Nam. The U.S. .mllttarv
overthrew our government and replaced it by South
Vietnamese military who were more obedient to their
views than men like President Diem, my brother-in-law
Nhu, and I. After the coup, the U.S. military became
the absolute rulers in South Viet Nam. Immediately,
they started intense bombing. Nine "years after the
coup,events have proved our military approach was
right, theirs was wrong, but they still persist; they have
devastated my, country, killed hundreds of thousands
of Vietnamese in both the North and South, earning in
the process the nearly unanimous hatred of my fellow
countrymen.
SEE Vietnam, p.3
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Lcwyers'<Guild
Organizes Here
F. lee Bailey Condemns Failures.
Of American Justice System ,.
by Ken Peterson' Bailey would scrap the third take polygraph tests. , or Ralph Nader is. Bailey likes
F. Lee Bailey, self-proclaimed year of law school for aspiring The Pepsi Generation -got a money and power too much.
"Peck's Bad Boy" of criminal trial lawyers. Instead he would few kudos from Bailey. He said He's had a network TV interview
law, spoke last week at GW's substitute courses' in during his undergraduate days at show, was head of the Air By Allen Lenchek
Student Center ballroom. Bailey investigation,- trial briefing" Harvard in the fifties, the big Controllers Union when it struck ,A local chapter of the
was poorly prepared and at making opening and closing' political activity was running in 1970, and has had a, best National Lawyers Guild is taking
tim es rambled almost statements and teaching cross Pogo, the comic strip character; selling autobiography. His latest shape at G.W. The first meeting
incoherently. Still his speech was examination "the most for President. But times have hustle is publishing a, of the year will be Friday,
thoroughly entertain'ng, and at powerful weapon there is in all changed. Now todav's youth Playboy-like magazine called October 6 in Room .10 of the
times provocative. He roundly human relations." The .next demonstrate or organize when Gallery, that's due out in a few law school from 1-2 p.m.
condemned the American h B '1 Id h The Guild has historicallytree years, at ey wou ave a things gel out of hand. Bailey rnonths.:
criminal justice system, legal trial attorney workfo'r a trial applauds that. He also thinks Bailey's GW speech, wowed been in the forefront of the'
training, and his own politically judge, a prosecutor, and a so-called storefront lawyers have most of the people I talked to ' movement, for social change
drowsy generation. He summed defense attorney. Then what? made a major impact on the afterwards. One first year~law since the 1930's. It agitated for
up his feelings, "if this nation "Give him a capital case and if legal system. He told his student student said, "1 thought he was much, of the progressive New
were an airplane, right now it h bl . t II hl t f' d Deal leg'islation, was among thee ows It, e irn 0 In audience "many of today's insplrational.:" Another said,
would be about to crash:' another profession:' ' lawyers would like to put it all "he'struly a magnetic front ranks of 'the civil rights
Bailey came on like a Screening the guilty from the together, but our generation personality:' NLC ,professor movement-of the early 1960's,
swaggering, rambunctious innocent before trial is Bailey's never will. Someday your's John Banzhaf, a, near has worked with draftresistance
version of the smooth attorney next concern. He says the might:' , legal-superstar himself, liked and Glproblems,and has
for the defense that Raymond present arrangement '''terrifies lnevitablv, there was the old Bailey but felt he could have organized mass defense for
Burr electronically weaned us all the innocent" and makes 'the inthe system, out of the system done more. Banzhaf said, "He's recent gHetto and' student
on. guilty, "sneakily enthusiastic question .... Is law a good way a good speaker and held the uprisings.
As befits a superstar, he had a about their chances:' Bailey or a bad way to, change the audience well. But he should David Gespass, a local Guild
body guard who ushered the would put some terror into the system? Bailey replied, "Of have cut out' some. of the attorney, will describe the
Great Man in and out of doors hearts of the guilty by requiring course, law is a good tool. If YO~ rhetoric and given, more curr~nt programs' of the D.C.
and elevators, fetching a' Pepsi the use' of, the polygraph for ail have a iaw degree,'you have examples. He's got 'em to give." ,Chapter at' the Friday meeting
when so ordered. Bailey also' accused' of felonies. He says more power and savyy,t6change " During hls.speeeh, Bailey said, ' and will explain, how interest~d
brought along his fresh new" prosecutors' today use the the system than <II)Ybodyelse. ,defense attorneys' are 'never students can become involved In
wife, a thoroughly delectable machines too, selectivelv, Besides, the Supreme :Court is : popular. They don't fit into the the Guild's workin Washington.
blue-eyed blond. She sat behind administering it on the basis of still the most powerful-place in ; bar, association rnold v Iike Most 'important among these
her husband during his speech, i personal feelinp' -towerd : the' the world:' , " , . '. . prosecutors. He may be right. As programs are the ['rison Law
alternating goofy gazes with accused. Bailey speaks well, and is a I walked into the ballroom to Panel, whic,. works with inmates
agreeable smiles. Bailey was asked whether he fountain of neat quotes. The hear Bailey, I small-taiked to a at L?rton Reformatory' and the
Bailey kicked off his attack had ever knowingly defended a way he commands a stage, friend:'The crowd reminds me of IWomen's Detention Center; the
on the legal :establishment, clientheknewto be guilty. He' reminds me of country singer the good old' days of anti·war' 'Police Brutality Panel, which
saying, "I'm: an .operator 'and dldn't' say, yes, -but, he: did say, Johnny Cash." He: loves to demonstrations:' My friend, a together With the Coalition of
analyst of our judicial system. any trial 'lawyer who claims he champion the underdOg, calling :third year student yvho lives a -Black Community Organizations ,
And to be frank, I am terrifed at hasn't defended a guilty man the Ernest Medina case "a great life' sincerelv dedicated to social f?~ Justice (CBCOJ) investiga~es
the thought of facing an and known about it, is a "tyro in and noble cause:' His book on .chanqe, replied, "Yeah, and look cmzen reports of' police
American jury trial when I'm his profession, a rank upstart, or, defense tactics,lnvestigation and 'who they turn out to see':'" the br~tality, by D.C. cops;a.nd
innocent of a crime." a liar." Bailey' is ambivalent Preparation of Criminal Cases,is 'richest and most unscrupulous thirdly a project combatting
What does Bailey think is about defending the guilty, generally conceded to be among :Iawyer in the country:' In, ?ttempts by local officia.ls. to,
wrong with our current set-up? realizing all are entitled to the nation's best. For the big reality Bailey is neither, though Impose domestic citizen
Poor education for trial lawyers counsel guilty or not. If the tdal, like for Sam Sheppard or for by some estimates he is' close to su.rve!lIance systems on the
for one thing. As a result of client is able to pay a fat fee, the Boston Strangler, Bailey can being both. Simply put, he is the ,District.
inadequate training, he says Bailey, a wealthy man, says he is be a committed, eloquent, and nation's most exciting and Any interested person unable
"imagination in the legal all the more ambivalent about highly effective advocate. controversial criminal lawyer. to make the meeting Shoul~
profession is an illegitimate defending him. However, all his Still, he'll never be a People's And he gives poorly prepared contact Allen Lenchek a
child:' If he had his druthers, firm's clients are required to Hero like Clarence Darrow was speeches. 345-1205.
Vietnam, from p.2
Viet Student Blames U.S. for War
After the coup, I was arrested
and imprisoned for three years;
they took with me under heavy
guard key cabinet members,
(including the Minister of
Finances who had secretly
negotiated a loan from a
European country), on a
gunboat escorted by another
gunboat, to Poulo Condore, our
Devil Island, a sinister rock in
the middle of the ocean
surrounded by sharks. Had
President Diem and my
brother-in-law lived, and had I
been free, the military junta
could not have stayed in power
for two weeks; however the true
villain was not the junta which
was a mere agent but the U.S.
military-CIA which was the
principal. Not only did they take
three years of my life, but while
I was in jail they fabricated
criminal charges against me in
order to kill my public image.
For instance, they acted this
way: I had invested about 70
thousand dollars in a
closely-held corporation
producing pharmaceutical
products, of which I was a
pockets the verdict against me.
At the tribunal the general
, prosecutor who was supposed to
charge me, 'had the courage to
plead for me instead; his voice
was choked by emotion, and one
judge sllentlvcrled. When court
recessed, they came to, me,
pressed my hands and looked at
me with eyes full of tears. This is
why I do not bear a grudge
against most of these, judges
because they really had no
choice: they merely obeyed the
military junta who, in turn,
obeyed the U.S. military-CIA.
I am not opposed to any
American as an individual
including any U.S. President,
because the true villain is not a '
human being, it is the U.S.
military strategy as a response to
wars of liberation; but behind
this' mere concept there is the
military-industrial empire.
Consistently, I oppose this
strategy because it is morally
criminal, intellectually stupid. It
is criminal because it consists of
saturation bombing which kills
friends' and foes alike, and
hundreds thousands innocent
bombs, i.e. the equivalence of '
450 Hiroshima bombs, with
more to come, have already been
rained over both North and
South Viet Nam: this is just to
perpetuate U.S. military
presence without which
possession of South Viet Nam is
impossible. This is so nauseating
that the' U.S. military
psychological warfare has come
up with the bloodbath myth
which is destined to make the
U.S. military appear as a justice
enforcer, when, in fact, they
keep on trying to subjugate Viet
Nam in order to control its
wealth. It is a myth because We
Vietnamese have successfully
resisted to Chinese invasions for
centuries, and to North Viet
Nam, )/'lith President Diem, from
1954 to 1963, all by ourselves.
We need neither U.S. soldiers,
nor U.S. pilots to fight for us; a
fortiori, we need no. residual
U.S. force
In conclusion, the only hope
for the Vietnamese people
resides in the American people
themselves, because vox populi
vox dei, the voice of the people
The author (right) joins President Ngo Dinh Diem (center) and his staff for an inspection'of an area in
S. Vietnam recently used as a take-off point for Communist troops in their trip back to the north
under the terms of the, recently signed Geneva Agreement (picture was taken in late 1954.).
member of the Board of Vietnamese, it is stupid because, is the voice of God; only they
Directors. The military junta it amounts to an attempt to kill can stop the U.S. military in
threatened my company with a fly with a sledgehammer, and Viet Nam. For this purpose,
confiscation of the whole because the U.S. military have they have to understand what is
enterprise on the simple ground completely failed to understand behind hypocritical cliches,
that ,I was a member of it. t he psychology of the euphemisms, myths, and esoteric
Consequently, it was suggested Vietnamese people. The U.S. language. George Washington
to the other shareholders and military admit they want to University can show the way to
directors to bring charges against bomb Viet Nam until the war of the American people, thus
me 'accusing me, notwithstand- liberation stops; but for most inaugurating an era of new
ing the charter and' written Vie t n a m e s e , bot h relationships, based on equality
receipts, that I did not pay for non - Com m un is t san d and friendship instead of
my shares. I knew all the details Communists, the war cannot possession and subjugation
because one director came to the stop as long as the U.S. military between Americans and
prison to tell me, "We are sorry, stay in Viet Nam. Hence, all the Vietnamese.
but we are obliged to take this trouble stems from the presence ,-.------------- ..
action, otherwise we would lose of U.S. military themselves. This
everything; but don't worry is why the residual force
because when you are out of jail proclaimed by President Nixon
we shall return your money; we combined with extensive
have to save our necks; we hope bombing betray a U.S.
you un d e r s t and, and determination to prolong the
·sympathize." I did sympathize war, and also that the U.S.
and, fortunately, they did keep military' have won President
, their' word; yet I still lost a great Nixon to their infamous
deal because my former strategy. Now, there is more
company is now worth ten times than a mere question 'of military
more. _ strategy as a response to wars of
In another case, a well-known liberation; oil reserves in the
competitor of mine who headed sea-bed off the South Viet Nam
a rival corporation, was ordered coast, and estimated richer than
by the police to bring an the Middle East reserves
accusation against me; of course, themselves, have been discovered
he was delighted; the police did in the 60's. Therefore, adding to
not even bother to make the the original military force, an
charge coherent; the idea was economic factor has emerged,
that any accusation would do. I rendering the possession of
was helpless; my lawyers risked South Viet Nam as precious as
,being beaten and incarcerated the ball in a football game. The
each time they visited me; the stakes are very high indeed. This
judges . had already in their, explains why 7 million tons of
Dave
Margolis
Colltge and Career
clothing for men
on the comer
22nd & G Sts N.W.
at American University
4523 Wisconsin AWl N.W.
(across from Sean)
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,The Time • Now,s
by Steve Cook
Lockers, study groups, brief methods, library tours that
weren't offered, and a host of other trivia that overwhelmed
first year students have slowly subsided into their proper
perspective. Apprehension and excitement have ebbed, and the
beginnings of routine and boredom are upon us. As one of the
leaders at the introductory meeting for the Clinical Law
Programs told us, "You've been here two weeks now, gang and
this is allthere is to it." The packed room at that meeting was
testimony to a general intuitive awareness among year one
students of the truth in that statement.
So if that's all there is to it, just what does one learn at the
National Law Center? Some will assert, no doubt, that this is not
relevant subject matter for one with only three weeks of
school under his/her belt. Rather presumptuous for such a
vearling - to question the methodology of an educational
technique some several hundred years in the making. Mens
rea, certiorari, stare decisis, and a legal dictionary's worth of
simple Latin terms are here, waiting to be revered, examined,
cleverly extracted, and, ultimately, mastered ... but please,
don't question! The true appreciation of a legal education can
only come after years of training (3, to be exact) at which
time its value$ will be found inherent within our souls. At
'such time, of course, questions will no longer exist; and, thus,
they go perpetually unasked.
- And, believe it or not, there's a twisted sort of logic in that
position: anyone who spends three years in this joint without
screaming out in anger or frustration at the isolation and
aloofness will be long past caring about such things by the
time graduation and the open season on jobs rolls around.
But, I submit, all of the above merely, if you'll pardon the
expression, begs the question.
For some of us bleeding hearts still dripping wet behind the
. ears,a notion persists that the place of the law in society
consists of something more than just the mastery of an
intellectual game. There is something about the law that
presents the potential for opening avenues of change -
avenues that those of us in college in the later 60's found
firmly closed to both rational and irrational persuations. The
exact nature of those avenues have yet to be clearly defined,
although some, like our neighbors at Antioch, are taking steps
that will serve to formulate such a definition.
One can say, as a minimum, that the law as a method of
social change means involvement in the society, environment,
and community; involvement that should be offered as an
integral, continuous aspect of one's legal education, and not an
extracurricular activity to be dabbled at between case studies.
With iust as much certainty, one can say that the legal
institution, and its manifestation here on campus, the law
school administration, has no desire to recognize, much less
nourish, the existence of forces of change. Occasionally, such
recognition is unavoidable; indeed, for this reason one has
cause for hope. But what the legal establishment views as the
function of law in society differs vastly from what those of us
seeking to be agents of social change envision. They have
tradition and stare decisis on their side, we have the evidence
of a divided, unjust society on ours. A little too rhetorical for
your liking? Try taking an evening stroll up by 14th and U,
NWsometi me soon; stop and "chat" with the residents.
But why should year one students bother with such heavy,
ambiguous things as "reforms" of legal education? We still
have plenty of other stuff to discover and deal with: a new
town, new friends, a clinical program when there's time.
Certainly, all these are important and need exploration.
However, if we put off the question of our education and its
meaning, we will soon find ourselves in our third year with the
same choice as today's third year students: about to leave the
NLC with the realization that they aren't ready to go
anywhere but the sheltered world of another closed society
e.g. Arnold & Porter, Dow Chemical, etc. What can you do
about it in your third year? Drop out, and "waste" the first
two years? Change? It's too late for that. Invariably, it's
struggle through the last year and hit the road when its over.
The time to grasp hold of the next three years is now. What
do you want to do with the law? Is the NLC preparing you for
it? Be critical; verbalize; don't indulge - it's bad for their egos
and your head. As someone around here once said, if it
weren't for us, the NLC wouldn't be here.
And that's something to think about.
Virginia Bar
D.C.'Bar
1MB_RImEl
Two blocks - Two minutes - G.W. Law SChool
Just 9 seats left for Va. Standard Course. Starts
October 17. Two sections 6:30 P.M. and 8:45 PM.
Call 659-1722
Professional Bar
Review courses -
20 years of,
experience
Olverson Bar Review
Federal Bar Building West
1819 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006
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Editorial
Inane Ramblings
Asking F. Lee Bailey to sum up the American judicial system in a
half hour speech is rather like demanding an historian to summarize
the course of Western Civilization in a sentence or two. It probably
can't be done. Ghandi tried with four words: "It would be nice".
Bailey's stab at the truth about American justice may be nearer to
the-point than Ghandi's if less whimsical: It stinks. That having
been said in Bailey's opening remarks to the students assembled at
the Center Ballroom last week, one would assume that Bailey
attempt to tell us (1) why the system stinks, and (2) what we can
do about it. Bailey never attempted to answer either question. As to
why the judicial system is rotten Mr. Bailey only mentioned his
observation that rich and poor do not receive equal treatment in the
courts. (Imagine the shock and disbelief his audience must have felt
after delivery of this bombshell.) And in none of Bailey's rambling
diatribe was there any indication as to what Mr. Bailey thought
could be done to a situation he found so disgusting other than the
offering of a vague hope that a new generation would step forward
to set things right. If Bailey's oratory is an example of the full force
of the man's persuasive powers we may expect the conviction rate
of his defendant clients to rise alarmingly.
The lecture, which told us disappointingly little about the
American iegal system, did reveal a great deal about the lecturer
himself as is often the case with unprepared speeches that are
essentially a long series of ad-libs and rehashed anecdotes. As an
example, Bailey was able to orchestrate a chorus of derisive laughter
by ridiculing elitist Harvard Law School, while being very sure that
we all know that he is an alumnus. Bailey's condescending
observation that only "middle-Americans" are likely to be found on
presently constituted juries, couched as it was in a sneering
put-down of people who work for the telephone company and read
Readers Digest, was elitism 'of mammoth proportions. The target of.
Bailey's abuse should have been the system by which jurors are
selected, not the poor guy who works for- the post office and
watches Mike Douglas. Another example of the confusion and I
contradiction at the base of Bailey's thinking was his observation
that only lawyers can effectively police the police which followed
closely on the heels of an assertion that this nation possesses only a
"handful" of truly competent lawyers.
The only oratorical skill Bailey displayed during the entire
. evening was the integration of a breathtakingly commercial pitch
for a new girlie magazine Bailey is producing into a rather limp
comment about our first amendment rights to pornography.
(Bailey's attitude toward women was adequately illuminated later in
the evening when he announced that he would respond to a
question from "that pretty young girl back there")
As the evening progressed one experienced the almost palpable
expectancy of the audience being crushed by the man's inane
rambling. The audience wanted to find out something; it wanted to
find out where this country, as a legally constituted community is
going and why. But instead of attempting to answer this need Bailey
fell into his coveted celebrity role and proceeded' to assault his
audience with praise of himself.
Bailey closed 'off his remarks with a rather obscure p''''a for a
mandate from the American people,particularly its youth, so that
"we" (lawyers?) can set things right again. We would suggest to Mr.
Bailey that such a mandate will be a long time coming.
the advocate
Harlan Brewer House, 714 21st Street, N.W.
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.Steve Clark'
Our Columnists Criticized
To the Editor:
Ned Kiley's article "Fear and
Loathing in Washington". (in the
Sept. 5 issue of the Advocate)
struck me as an expression of his
own unfortunate alienation yet
a totally useless introduction to
the city.
Unfortunately, no place exists
where people are not judged by
such superficial criteria
mentioned as dress, speech, car,
etc. Where don't individuals have
to fight to overcome loneliness,
political and economic
oppression, day to day boredom
and anxiety by drawing on their
personal resources to build their
own fulfilling community?
I find Mr. Kiley's big city
prejudices as inhibiting as the
small town attitudes he
condemns in cultivating the
rewarding relationships he found
lacking in D.C. A certain New
SEE letters, p. 7
To the Editor:
. .
As a first year law student, I
would like to thank Steve Clark
for his keynote of despair [See
Mr. Clark's column in the Sept
20th issue of the Advocate]
directed, I presume, at mvseb
and other naive post graduates
who are starting law school
under delusions that our next
three years of training may
eventually lead to the
opportunity to achieve
meaningful social change.
Mr. Clark's point, that the
legal system, as it stands, serves
the interests of the ruling class,
is well taken. Law can be, as it
has been in the past, a tool for
beneficial evolutionary change;
but it is not and cannot be used:
as a means to achieve radical
social and political
transformations. Evolutionary
tools are useless in revolutionary
SEE letters, p. 8
Men Demand Equal Rights
by Harold C. G.ndon to the assembled trustees. These, warned all of ):>u and I'm sure I
Now that the last National of course, were (1) That the need hardly remind you of that
Guard units have been University will' abolish sexual fact:' .
withdrawn from-the campus of inequality among the student "Indeed not," replied the
Susan B. Anthony University body by admitting an equal President dryly, "since you have'
and the great Men's Liberation number of male students, (2) already done so at every single
Riot is finally over, there comes That the University will abolish board meeting since we voted to
the inevitable question: was it sexual inequality among the go cooed. But no amount of
really unavoidable? Were the faculty by hiring an equal carping will resolve the
demands of the Men's Liberation number of male professors, and immediate problem. Ladies, I am
Front totally without merit or' (3) That the University will, informed by the leaders of the
were the President and the immediately embark on a Men's Liberation Front that
Board of Trustees of Susan B. recruitment program designed to th e sed e man d s are
Anthony totally blinded by implement the first . two non-negotiable:'
female chauvinism? Considerable demands' "with all deliberate Another hubbub ensued, and
light is shed on these and other speed:' another trustee took the floor.
questions by a' confidential . When the President had "Non-negotiablel But surely,
report (which has come to this finished, she sat down amid a Madame President, the
writer's attention from a usually 'chorus of angry voices. As usual,' gentlemen must realize that
reliable source) describing what everyone began to shout at once what they "ask is totally
took place during the secret and,.' as usual, it was the unreasonable."
Board of Trustees meeting which Wagnerian soprano' of Ms. "On the contrary Ms.
immediately preceded the first Alliance which finally prevailed Understanding, they maintain
acts of Violence. above the din. that it is we .who are being
According to this report, it all "This is outrageous! Simply unreasonable. In the first place,
began when the President of outrageous! First' token they claim that no woman can
Susan- B. Anthony, Ms. admissions, then that ridiculous ever understand the male nature
Management, called the meeting Male Studies Program, and now sufficiently to even appreciate
to order and proceeded to read full equality! I warned you that Plato, Shakespeare, and Newton,
the now famous "Three this would happen if we went much less lecture on them, and
Demands for Sexual Equality" cooed, Madame President, I SEE Gordon, p.8
The Legal Employment Derby
Well sports fans, it's that time
of year again, when the annual
legal find-a-job derby gets into
full swing. The symptoms are all
around us. Every day you can
see dozens of .Iaw students
stuffing envelopes up' in the
Placement Office, standing
five-deep in front of the
Stockton Hall bulletin boards
checking out the interview lists
(you'd think that final grades
had been posted).
All of this running around
would be eliminated, however, if
these students but knew how
THE FIRM went about selecting
which students it was going to
interview. Your reporter has
been fortunate enough in this
respect: to have come into
possession of a couple of tape
recordings concerning THE
FI RM's hiring practices. The
players in this little scenario are
the "old pro" managing partner,
played by, Wilmer Foxxy
Burlington, the young "with it"
attorney, played by Somewhat
Real, and two NLC hopefuls,
Nathan Notes and Jonathan
Dirt.
The tape is that of a
conversation between Foxxy
Burlington and his young
assistant, Somewhat. They are
both members of THE FIRM
and are meeting in the
oak-paneled conference room
(where else). These two' are
responsible for selecting those
students fortunate enough to be
interviewed for positions as
associates in THE FIRM. The
package of resumes from George
Washington has just arrived.
FOXXY: All right somewhat,
let's get busy. I haven't got all
day to spend on these people.
Remember, we only have
openings' in our litigation
department, so let's see if we
can't come up with 10 or 15 law
review kids.
SOMEWHAT: I'm sorry sir, I
didn't catch that last part.
. FOXXY: I said pick out the
resumes of kids that are on law
review.
SOMEWHAT: But I thought
you said we were looking for
someone for litigation.
FOXXY: I did.
SOMEWHAT: But sir, what
does being on law review have to
do with whether or not someone
is going to make, it as a litigating
attorney, or any other kind of
attorney for that matter?
FOXXY: What's wrong with
your mind? .Don't you know
anything about prestige? If we
started giving jobsto people who
weren't on, law review,what
would our Martindale - Hubbell
rating look like? How do you
think THE FIRM gets clients,
anyway? Do think people come
to Mudge Rose because they're
good at municipal bonds?
Haven't you learned anything
since you've been here?
SOMEWHAT: Ah, but Mr..
Burlington, I wasn't on law
review at school and here I am.
How do you account for that?
FOXXY: You don't think the
fact that your father was one of
this firm's founders had
anything to do with it, now do
you?
SOMEWHAT: Well, I hadn't
really thought of it that way.
FOXXY: . All right now,
enough discussion. Go through
those resumes and pick out the
ones on law review.
SOMEWHAT: Yes sir. Wait a
momentl Look at this one, right
on the top of the pile. His name
is Jonathan Dirt. Let's see, third
year student, top ten percenter,
clerked for a year for· a firm
which specializes in litigation,
spent a year with
Students-In-Court, and even
filed his own suit in federal
court as part of an Unfair Trade
Practices project, and, he won.
This Dirt fellow looks like just
what we're after. What do you
say we put him on the "to be
interviewed list?"
FOXXY: Is he on law review?
SOMEWHAT: No sir, but ...
FOXXY: Then forget it. We
can't waste time on the likes of
Mr. Dirt.
SOMEWHAT: I beg your
pardon sir, but that seems
awfully mechanical.
FOXXY: Don't say
"mechanical:' It's very un-legal.
Rather, say "structured." The
discussion of this fellow Dirt is
over. Continue looking. And
besides, Dirt looks so poor on a
letterhead.
SOMEWHAT: All right sir,
here's a law revlewer for you.
His name is Nathan Notes.
FOXXY: Well; what about
him?
SOMEWHAT: That's it sir.
"That's all he has on his resume.
"My name is Nathan Notes and I
am on the law review."
FOXXY: Put him down for
an interview Somewhat.
SOMEWHAT: Sir, you must
be joking. You don't know
anything about him. How can
you ....
FOXXY: Mr. Real, I am not
going to explain this to you
again. The name of the game in
firms like THE FIRM is
"impress:' Now how are we
going to do that with guys in the
firm named Dirt, and who have
never been' on law review.
Besides, only someone like this
fellow Notes, who has never
clerked for a firm, would fit in
to our "training" process of
having young associates carry the
partners' briefcases, shelve
books, act as custodian to the
lavatory, and other equally
important tasks. Now darnrnit,
'go through those resumes and
find some more Nathan Noteses .
SOMEWHAT: Yes sir.
At this point, unfortunately,
the tape 'ran out. I guess we'll
never know whether old Foxxy
was able to fill out his interview
slots with the type of law
student he was after. If not
perhaps some of those not so
fortunate as Nathan Notes will
get a shot at THE FIRM.
I realize that the question
which must leap to your lips at
this time is, of course, "Is this
really the way it is? Is being on
the law review that important to
my career as an attorney?" The
answer is, of course, "No,"
(Those who wish to add a
resounding 'Thank God' may
feel free to do so). What is
important, though, is to know
that there are law firms who do
practice such 'ridiculous
selectivity, and the bigger they
are, the more likely it is. It is
also important to know that the
author is not a member of the
law review at the NLC, nor is he
pained over this fact. Much.
'The Road to Harpers Ferry
by Jim Phillips Boulevard and begin coasting revolt in the South. Near the
and Greg Hayward down the forested hillside bottom of Main Street are the
The last few years vague toward Middletown Valley.!n aged stone steps leading up past
descriptions of a beautiful one about a mile you'll come to an old spired church and the
day bicycle trip to Harpers another intersection, and again ruins of another to famous
Ferry, West Virgi,nia, have turn right this time onto Deer _ Jefferson Rock. The view from
occasionally been circulated Spring Road. A small country that rock, it's said, caused T.
around Stockton Hall. Now road that winds through part of Jefferson, himself, to comment,
upon requests we hope to clarify the Middletown Valley and will "the: view from this point is
this heralded route perfect for a bring you in October past worth a trip across the
one day bicycle excursion. harvested fields and picturebook Atlantic." (Well, it's good
The trip begins in Frederick farms. anyway-maybe not that good
Maryland, so take Interstate Deer Spring Road intersects at but well worth the 5 minute
70-S to the Frederick exit and another ''T'' intersection with walk). So, after all that you've
follow that exit road which well paved Jefferson Road. Take .got to be thinking of food and if
becomes Route 40 (West) out of a left here and cycle on to the a brown bag or picnic lunch are
town until Alternate Route 40 small farming - community of not in your plans or you find
(West) branches off. Anyone Jefferson, Maryland. Once in you need a supplement to
- .
wishing a good early' workout whatever you brought there are
can start at this point to make DON'T CLIMB snack bars in town, the Hill Top
the long climb up Braddock House (way up the end of Main
Mountain along A'iternate Route PAPER MOUNTAINS Street) has good moderately
40 (West), the old priced home styled cooking, and
Frederick-Hagerstown Road. for a dessert try a piece of their
Those who wish a mote leisurely Jefferson' take old 340 (West) own fudge at the candy store
beginning can drive up Alternate because new 340 is a double lane, also on Main Street.
Route 40 (West) to the top of asphalt special,' and that road Across the, Potomac River
Braddock Mountain and break will lead you into Harpers Ferry. from Harper's Ferry lies
out their bicycles at the junction On the way you'll pedal through Maryland rising up from the
of alternate Route 40 and Ridge Petersvi II e, Knoxville, river in a series of high cliffs, and
Road. Huffers and puffers are to' Weaverton, and Sandy Hook. At across the Shenandoah lies
turn left there onto Ridge Road. Knoxville you begin to parallel Virginia's forested Appalachian
Proceed along Ridge Road for the Potomac River and Mountains. You can cross over
two miles and that will bring accompany it upstream until its to Maryland and in twenty
you to the Braddock meeting with the Shenandoah minutes hike to the top of those
Amusement Park and 'a "T" River at Harpers Ferry. cliffs for a timeless view of
intersection with Jefferson Blvd. That is. the end of a good Harpers Ferry and also find good
The park is the remnants of a morning's ride and including a places to rock climb. Also, the
once fashionable resort which couple of coffee or rest stops at Appalachian Trail passes nearby
flourished in the early 1900's as any of the small towns you from South Mountain,
social center for many of passed through or vistas you Maryland, over the Potomac by
Washington and Baltimore's bicycled by, it should have taken' way of the Highway 340 Bridge
wealthy elite who built summer _about 3 hours. Now 'is a good into Virginia. . '
homes nearby. The road as it time to, rest, eat lunch and The return Route begins by
'runs along the top of Braddock wander around the .cobblestone heading back on old Route 340
Ridge commands expansive streets of historic Harpers Ferry (the road you came in on) past
, views to the west of the fertile peeking in restored buildings and Knoxville and before Petersville
Middletown Valley patched with antique shops. Of course, the to the cutoff of Route 17. Cvcle
farms, and 'to the east -of town is best remembered as the along Route /7 (North) to
Frederick Valley.' site of abolishonist John Bu rketsville and onto
Now at the "T" intersection Brown's abortive raid attempted Middletown. This road will take
take a, right onto Jefferson in hopes of catalyzing a slave SeE Trip, p. 8
A Law Commune Alternative
by Steve Clark
If you haven't found the job
'you want through interviews,
resumes, and application forms,
or if you just couldn't get into
that route at all, give some
thought to the alternatives.'
Assuming you want to stick with
law, think about private practice
or its collective cousin-the
law commune.
Private practice is tough; it's
hard to get established. But it
has the satisfaction of
freedom-of working for
yourself. The law commune has
the same freedom and eliminates
most of the hassles of starting
your own practice.
The Iaw commune,
however,isn't for everyone. It
requires a desire to live
collectively and a willingness and
ability to work closely with
non-lawyers. On the other hand,
the commune can provide the
security of a law firm-people to
talk with when you, confront a
new or difficult problem. And in
Washington, at present, there are
no law communes.. The
notoriety attaching to the first
shOUld get around the problems
POsed by the Code of Professional
Ethics' ban on advertising. Of
course, the commune is a
non-ripoff venture; its rates are
lOwer and its service is better.
Word 'Will get around. Let me
explain howl envision it
Working.
This is to be a law commune,
not a law firm. A law commune
differs from a firm in that it has
no strata. Lawyers, secretaries,
paralegal people, clerks,
everyone is equal in status. This
cannot be token equality. If you
believe you deserve a return on
your legal education investment
and that that return should
reward you financially to a
higher degree than the secretary,
forget this idea.
All members of the commune'
have equal rights to the receipts
'of the commune, according to
the rules set up, as required,
bya/l the members. Decisions as
to which cases to take cannot be
left, to an attorney or the
attorneys alone. If a controversy
exists, all members should have a
vote in it's resolution. And
while it is possible that the
attorney, through training, may
be in a position to know what
best to do in a particular
problem sit-uation, this
knowledge does not give him or
her the power to dictate action
by other members. Every
member is entitled to
explanation and convincing
dialogue before he acts, if he
feels it necessary. There can be
no situation in the commune
where any individual has a right
or power derived from his status
alone.
I think a law commune should
be a live-in situation, though,
perhaps some deviation is
possible. If law and those
associated with it intend to truly
service those in need 'of
assistance, law must be
integrated with life. Law and life
must come together not only to
make the law more effective for
the clients, but also to make life
more harmonious for, the
attorneys and those who work
with them. We must integrate
law with our living not to make
our work more accessible, but
rather to make living more
important than work. Work
must be flexible in relation to
Iiving--not the other way around.
If the commune is to be a
living situation then,' of
necessity, it must allow non-legal
people to join. This is so because
.each of the members may not
have a lawyer for a spouse or
lover or friend. I am assuming
that the, commune would have
four lawyers. Two support
people would probably be
required. Assuming these six, it
would seem appropriate to allow
at least four, and probably six,
no-law members.
All members must have equal
voice in all non-legal affairs and
in affairs in which legal matters
are in conflict with other
communal problems. Only in
strictly legal areas should it be
permissible to limit participation
to those directly associated with
the law.
The type of support people
required would depend
somewhat upon the skills which
'the attorneys bring to the
SEE Commune, p, 6
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Menick on Music
As you may have noticed by the Ad in today's paper, we are
sponsoring a bluegrass concert at Lisner on October 14 at 8:30
p.m. to raise money for the Advocate. The Country
Gentlemen, winners for two years in a row of the best
bluegrass band of the year award from the bible of the
bluegrass movement, Muleskinner News, are featured along
with The Seldom Scene and tickets are available at the Marvin
Center information desk for $3, $4, and $5.
I have a nomination for the (so far) neglected rock album of
the year. Roy Head has released an album called Dismal
Prisoner on the new TMJ label, distributed by RCA.' I don't
even know if the record is available in any stores, because it
hasn't gotten any air-play, but it is a really fine album.
Head did a song called "Treat Her Right" back in the
mid-60's, and I don't know what has happened in between
times, but this is a knockout LP. The musicians are led by
Steve Cropper, the guitarist arranger of Booker T and the
MG's, and the songs were written by such rock and roll
luminaries as Van Morrison, Cropper, John Lee Hooker, and
Tony Joe White.. '
The record is technically excellent, well produced and
mixed, and Head's style is very distinctive, very funky, and a
treat to listen to.
After reading a review of Son of Schmilsson the latest
release of Harry Nilsson, in Rolling Stone, I wondered if their
reviewer and I had heard the same album.
Admittedly, I was very taken aback when I read the lyric
sheet before I played the disc, but it is one of the funniest and
rockingest and raunchiest albums that has been done with
taste in ages. One song that kind of turned me off was "I'd
Rather Be Dead" which is done very tongue in cheeky with a
chorus from an old folks home, along with an accordionist.
But aside from that cut and some of the electronic
gameplaying at the start and finish of the album there is some
really fun and really rocking music on the album, especially
Take 54 and You're Breakin' My Heart, neither of which
you'll ever hear on radio, and Spaceman, which has gotten
some FM air play. The record is on RCA.
Mickey Hart was the drummer of the Grateful Dead. He
quit to do an album on his own. It has a beautiful cover. He
shoulda' stayed Dead.
Since the world situation is so constantly grim, and school
can be so grim, I have a great appreciation of anything that can
make me laugh. Beer Cans on the Moon, an album by Ed
Sanders, really cracked me up. It is the most humorous and
politically oriented music thing since Tom Lehrer's, That Was
the Year That Was.
Sanders was the founder of the Fugs, and he wrote a book
on Charles- Manson, entitled The Family. I don't suppose
die-hard Nixonites would find it too funny, but most of them
lack senses of humor anyway. "Henry Kissinger" and The
Shredding Machine are very timely, and very biting. The album
is on Reprise.
Also in the category of very entertaining is the group known
as Sha Na Na. I fell in love with them in the movie of
Woodstock, which was horribly dull except for Sha Na Na.
They have capitalized on the nostalgia craze for the fifties and
early rock 'n roll by using the dress and hair styles as their
thing, while doing some old material from the fifties at the
same time they do more recent songs in a fifties style.
The Night is Still Young is their latest release on Kama
Sutra and it is, as Murray the K would have said, a gas. Mixing
old hits like Sea Cruise and In the Still of the Night with such
gems as Bounce in your Buggy and (The Vote Song) another
political ditty, the record gives off the same sense of fun and
energy that they project in person.
So many of todav's big pop stars seem to have forgotten
that they are supposed to be entertaining their audiences and
helping the audience to enjoy themselves. Sha Na Na is fun as
well as decent rock 'n roll.
The other .tvpe of performer is Van Morrison, the Belfast
Cowboy. He was the leader of a group known as Them, and he
got thrown off the air for inviting Gloria up to his room.
At a c~ncert that he gave at Constituiton Hall last spring he
should have been booed off the stage, he gave such a rude
performance. He stalked on and off the stage and seemed to be
anything but enjoying himself, and consequently, not too
many people enjoyed the show.
However, he also released a new album, St. Dominic's
Preview, during the summer and it is probably the best thing
he's done since Astral Weeks, a now rock classic that was his
first Warner Brothers release.
Morrison has done more growing, musically, than any of the
other Britishers who came to fame during the sixties, with the
possible exception of George Harrison. His music is always
introspective and rhythmically extremely complex, but this
album seems to avoid some of the problems of obscurantism
that characterized some of his earlier work. "Listen to the
Lion," the longest cut on the album at eleven minutes, can
. carry almost anyone into an incredible fantasy-oriented
journey. Probably the closest thing to a must-have album that
has come out this year. (I really don't think there has been
much I couldn't live on a.desert island without that has come
out recently, although I've liked about a tenth of what I've
heard enough to comment favorably on it in these pages.)
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For Casey Hit the Ball
by Art Lesenger
It happened last Wednesday night at 8:45 p.m. Enter F. Lee
Bailey stage right in the Ballroom at G.W:s Marvin Center. He
appeared to be a most formidable man. His delivery proved his
extraordinary persuasiveness.
Introduced as the attorney for the defense, Mr. Bailey took
his critical discussion of American justice through the civic
lessons gi~en in grade school and attempted to bring them up
to date. If a prospective lawyer can fly a plane and land it
where there is poor visibility and low ceiling, he'd make it on
Mr. Bailey's team. He said so. Of course, he was only kidding,
but what underlies that method of evaluation underlies the
character of F. Lee Bailey.
It is that person who is willing to be tested that he was
talking about. The person who was willing to take that chance
and prove what could be done. Dealing pressure when it is
being applied. Winning when others don't think you can. A
slight recklessness, but a driving dedication.
Another man could have spoken the same words that night
and have said much less. He is a critical man, but he is a doer.
He does his job the best it can be done and he is handsomely
compensated. However, you won't hear any apologies about
that. He puts a valueon his own work.
If the reader was there and listened to him closely, it would.
be understood that there is not magic to his success. He has
the natural ability to think quickly. However, this achievement
lies in the amount and quality of the work that goes into case
preparation. He stressed investigation, legal research, trial brief
composition and forensic technique. The art of
cross-examination, which he accredited as the greatest weapon
against tyranny, depends on these factors. Anybody who
knows about what really goes on in a courtroom knows that
without facts the most artful attorney would fall flat in
cross-examination. The real point of his message was the call
for recognition of the practical necessities of investigation. If
there is a secret in his work, this is where it lies.
But beyond the legal significance of his presentation, Mr.
Bailey was personally entertaining. He is a personality with an
aggressive but mannered flair, one that doesn't ordinarily tour
the college speaker's circuit. His cynical view of U.S. justice is
sparkled with a great deal of humor and he seems to overcome
the conditions that he analyses by his own tenacity and
ingenuity. He spoke of dedication to the law, and he admired
the performance of the English Barristers who strictly adhered
to that principle. Yet, he could not honestly say that he was
among them either in spirit or deed. His identification is with
his role rather than the profession in which it is set. He
analyzed his own situation by the analogous reference to the
mvthical baseball anti-hero in Ernest Thayer's Casey At The
Bat. The more appropraite analogy to Mr. Bailey's theme on
the current state of affairs and his relationship to. them is
expressed 'by James Wilson in Casey's Revenge:
"Oh, somewhere in this favored land
. Dark clouds may hide the sun
And somewhere bands no longer play
And children have no fun
And somewhere over blighted loves
There hangs a heavy pall
But Mudville hearts are happy now
L.--- __ For Casey hit the ball:'
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An Uncommon
commune and the workload
which the commune adopts.
However, assuming· that the
attorneys cannot do their own
typing, people with secretarial
skillS (particularly typing and
some dictation) will be required.
I do not mean to h ire secretaries.
I mean to recruit two people to
live in the commune who are as
dedicated to communal living as
are the attorneys. They would
not come in lower status-they
come as equal members. The
singular difference between
them and the attorneys is the
particular skill which they bring'
to the commune. The commune
might also seek to develop
para-legal people, perhaps even
to the point .where they are,
capable of representing clients
before administrative hearings
and, generally, handling a case'
load of their own. Perhaps, those
who join initially to provide:
secretarial help will wish to learn
these skills. If they do, it may be
necessary to find some more
typing people.
Without ruling out poverty
law and consumer interest
(middle class) law, I see the
commune attempting to focus
its service ina developing free
community. The need is clear.
Communes, collectives,
cooperatives and small
businesses all need legal
assistance far more than even
they realize. The constant battle
with straight authorities insures
a need for criminal lawyers.
Discrimination is a constant
plague. Jobs, purchases and
landlords insure abuse.
While the need appears clear
. to me as a legally trained person,
those I wish to service are
probably less aware of their 'legal
perogatives. Thus, positive legal
education may be the most
valuable service the commune
can offer. The free university is
the logical beginning.
Even assuming a real need for
legal services within the free
LAWSTUDENTS ARE INVITED
WITHOUT OBLIGATION
to attend
LAWLECTURES
during
The Comprehensive Course beginning Oct.2-Dec.9, 1972
THE FOLLVWING ARE SOME OF THE SUBJEcrS WHICH WILL BE
TAUGHT DURING THE COURSE:
CONSTITUIlONAL LAW
ADMINISTRATIVE LAW
PERSONAL PROPERTY
CRIMINAL LAW
REAL PROPERTY
CIVIL PROCEDURE
• The subjects are taught Mondays and Fridays I:30 p.m. to 3:30 p.m. and repeated from 6:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m., and on four
Saturdays.
NACRELLI
CR1MINAL PROCEDURE
WILLS
DOMESTIC RELATIONS
TORTS
EVIDENCE
• Call to reserve a seat for anyone to three lectures of your choice.
•• Applications for enrollment in the Comprehensive Course are still being accepted. Late enrollees will have an opportunity duringthe Accelerated Course starting in January to make up any missed subjects without additional charge.
NACRELLI BAR REVIEW SCHOOL
1334 G Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20005, Telephone 347-7574
Reservations are on a first come first serve basis.
Commune
community, incomes may not Large houses in the
always be sufficient to allow Washington downtown area can
community people to purchase. be rented for perhaps $1000 a
The goal must be to lower prices month-allowing I for utilities,
to bare minimums, but the telephone and all household
.commune must subsist and purchases and maintainence.
hopefully be able to make Certainly $50 a month would
reasonable earnings. Price co ve rope rat ion and
flexibility must exist. One maintainence on a communal
obvious solution is car. Food for ten would run
supplementing income by taking about $400 a month. I do not
some court-appointed work and know what expenses the
some middle-class suits. This will commune would face in its
allow reduction of price in the business.· Undoubtedly, there
areas of primary concern. would . be licensing fees,
High among my personal goals secretarial costs, equipment
is the desire to establish a rentals and purchases, supplies
28-hour work week or yearly and some legal periodical costs.
equivalent. I believe, that fifty Assume another $1500 a month.
per cent of each day devoted to The total budget then for living
law should earn enough and business expenses is about
income to allow the other fifty $36,000 a year. This would
per cent for personal use. While appear to be liberal. Each
the system is based upon four member of a ten-person
hours of work a day, seven days commune would have to earn
a week, wide fluctuation $3600 a year to make ends
is probable and preferable. Some meet-more to cover more
tasks, clearly, will take more. obvious expenses such as travel,
than four hours ina given day. entertainment, insurance, loan
Some members, or the entire repayments and savings. It does
commune perhaps, may prefer not seem unreasonable that by
to have one day a week when no working one half of each and
legal work is done. The idea is every day during the year (or its
only that half a year's work equivalent) each member could
should be sufficient' to bring in $3600 to $4000. Thus, I
adequately support life. believe that the financial hurdle
Overwork is an evil which must is not a major obstacle,
be discouraged.
Of course, the use of the
non-revenue day is left purely
to the discretion of the
members, themselves. However,
there are certain to I:!.enumerous
non-legal communal
chores-vcookinq, cleaning,
purchases, maintainence, house
meetings, gardening,
whatever-whlch ' must be
attended.
Any attempt. to I outline a
typical communal budget will be
misleading. However, in view of
the work proposals I have made,
I should, perhaps, defend their
viability. The actual budget, of
course, must be determined by
the entire membership.
$$$
Successful recreational
land salesman, who is
law student,. wants
other law students to
work for his company.
EarnSlS0-S300/wk.
part time.
836·5387
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Team Canada Comes Back Letters, from p. 4
York City provincialism seems
to dictate what is a "real" city
.for him. Also, he fails to define
one of his most used terms - the
"real people" he found beaten
down by D.C:s "concerted
effort not to care."
I question his value judgement
in favor of big cities where the
alienation, crime, harried pace
and breakdown of public
services have increased,
proportionate to city size.
Personally, I find the large parks
and malls, proximity to beaches,
mountains and water, low
skyline, the numerous free
concerts; festivals, art galleries,
museums, lectures, arts and
crafts courses, and recreational
facilities make Washington an
extremely easy
accessible
entertainment
interest groups.
Finally, Mr. Kiley, whethe
because of ignorance, disinteres
or simply self-centeredne
never discussed the problems 0
the great majority of D.
citizens who are black, poor, an
disenfranchised. It i
inconceivable that a
economically, educationall
advantaged G.W. law studen
cannot find receptive outlets fo
his personal and legal abilitie
through which a mutuall
reqarding alternative relationshi
with the real "real" communit
in D.C. cangrow.
Georgia Springe
place to fin
low-cos
and diver
by Howard Rosenthal
Team Canada, humiliated in
the first half of its International
World Series of Hockey against
the Russian national "amateur"
team, has salvaged its honor in
spectacular fashion. The team's
stunning comeback, winning the
final three games of the Series in
MoscOW, must rank among the
most dramatic and exciting
events in ,the history of the
sport.
The jubilation felt throughout
Canada, typified by the ecstatic
reaction of the 2500 Canadian
fans who flew to Moscow for the
Series, is understandable. The
team's shocking performance in
the games played in Canada had
left little cause for optimism
when the Series resumed in
Moscow. .The collapse of the
team in the fifth game, when it
was unable to protect its lead in
the final minutes of the game,'
did nothing to dispel the fears of
further humiliation. A Canadian
victory in the series, which was
regarded as a virtual certaintv
before the series began, then
seemed an. impossible, dream.
Few would have counted on the
achievements of 'as unlikely a
hero as ,Paul Henderson, the
Toronto Maple Leaf whose goal
in the final minute of the final
game won the Series for Team
Canada, to save the nation's
pride.
A Canadian-Russian rematch
in the future is inevitable. For
that reason, the euphoria
resulting from Team Canada's
success must not be permitted to
obscure, the very real mistakes
made by Hockey Canada, the
organization which sponsored
Team Canada, in arranging this
Series. The Russian team proved
policy, however, one major
.improvement must be made over
this year's method of selecting
the squad. 'Hockey' Canada
officials claim that their
controversial agreement with the
National Hockey League owners,
barring the use of players who
had jumped to the World
Hockey Association, was made
before the new league's threat to
sign N.H.L. stars was taken
seriously, and that at the time
Hockey Canada didn't expect to
lose any important players as a
result of the clause. That
expectation had noW' been
proven grossly inaccurate, and
there is no excuse for any'
agreement which might prevent
Bobby Hull, Derek Sanderson,
and Gerry Cheevers from playing
for any future Team Canada.
Whether the Stanley Cup
winners or an All-Star team is
chosen to represent Canada,
however, Team Canada's
fortunes could be, vastly
improved by scheduling the
Series at the conclusion of the
Stanley Cup playoffs, instead of
prior to the beginning of the
season. Players who hadn't
played a single competitive
game in three months were
obviously at a significant
disadv~r4'lge against Russia's
well-concrtioned team, and that
disadvantage was an important
. factor in Russia's early success.
The first International World
Series of Hockey proved to be a
Canadian success. However, it
came within, thirty-four seconds
of being the greatest debacle in
hockey history. Hockey Canada
must' act to prevent such a
debacle in the future.
itself to be a sufficient problem
for the Canadian players,
without their having to
surmount the additional
obstacles created by Hockey
Canada's arrangements.
Ideally, Canada's
championship should be
defended by the winners of the
Stanley Cup, rather than a
hastily-assembled all-star
aggregation. That team will be
the real champions of
professional hockey in North-
America. and as such they will
deserve to represent Canada in
world competition. Admittedly,
it might be' somewhat
embarrassing for Canada to be
represented by a team bearing
the name of an American city,
but that embarrassment would be
trivial compared to that which
was suffered in the first half of
this year's Series. Since virtually'
all National Hockey League
players 'are Canadian citizens,
nationality would pose no,
problem if an N.H.L. team
represented Canada.
The Stanley Cup champions
would have one major advantage
over an All-Star team such as
this year's Team Canada. It
would have the experience at-
team' play which, was so
obviously lacking in the early
games of the Series. This
valuable experience would make
the team stronger as a-unit than
the collection of individual stars
who played for Team Canada.
The players' familiarity with the
style and philosophy of their
coach, and his greater knowledge
of their abilities, would also be
valuable, assets for a team
playing such a short series.
If Hockey Canada should
decide to continue its AII·Star
District of Columbia
"Invitational Bar Review Lectures"
Commence
October 7, 1972
One of the main tasks confronting bar exam applicants is
getting the vast body of material to an adequate level of
"re-call." Over twenty subjects will be mastered including
Constitutional law, Civil Procedure, Evidence, Contracts, etc.
No mean task!
BRI
Bar Review Inc.
1346 Connecticut Ave. NW Suite 320
Washington, D.C. 20036
Phone: 202/833-3080
Virginia Invitational Bar Review Lectures
Commence
October 7, 1972
Over twenty subjects to 'be mastered including Mortgages,
Suretyship, the U.C.C.subjects, Virginia Civil Procedure, etc.
No mean task!
WRITE FOR US
WRITE FOR US
WRITE FOR US
All classes will be held at Georgetown University Law
Center, 600 New Jersey Ave. NW, Washington, D.C.The Advocate
Presents
A BLUEGRASS CONCERT
with 'the
.CountryGen tlemen&
The Seldom Scene
WASHINGTON
LAW BOOK CO.,. INC.
ALL MAJOR LAW STUDY AIDS
On Sat., Oct.14
8:30 P.M.
At Lisner -
Tickets $3,4,5
available at
-GW Marvin Center Info Desk
--All Empire Music Stores
-Records & Tapes Ltd.
19th & L St. N.W.
-Campbell's Arlington Music'
Hornbooks - most 5% off
Smiths Review Series - 5% off
Gilbert Law Summaries - 5% off
Nutshell Series ~ 5% off
Case Digests'
Ziontz Outlines
~~~~x=:::::x)<
COCKT AI LS PIZZA -
NIGHT STUDENTS!
open 9:30 - 8:30 every Thursday
9:30 - 6:00 daily
10:00 - 2:00 Saturc;lays
COME BY AND BROWSE!
Moderate Prices
CREDIT CARDS
~~~~ ..
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Men's Equality Fight Continues-
in the second place.i.thev insist 'The Boy's Club', without President, there are other sports
that only the presence of an worsening the present crisis with for which we could offer
equal number of male students another one of your diatribes scholarships." .
will enable them to establish a against higher education for the "l suppose you're right and I
Male Identity here at Susan B. male sex. You're really not suppose that is the only practical
Anthony. Besides, they feel that helping matters one bit." compromise we can offer, at
there is safety in numbers-they "Madame President," began least for the present time. If
still haven't forgotten those two another trustee, "l wonder if we there are no other suggestions, I
'freshmen who were sexually are· not taking this whole presume we may all adjourn:'
assaulted last spring." situation entirely too seriously, "Just one . minute, Madame
"Oh, they haven't, have Are you sure we can't buy them President! I have something
they!" " exclaimed another off with a few more football more to sav:'·
trustee. "tf you ask me they had scholarships?" "Iwas ~fraid you would, Ms.
it coming. Just look at the "I only wish we could, Ms. Alliance,usaidthe President.
shameless way the men on this Apprehenslon.vreplied the wearily,"what is i1:now?"
campus carryon-going around President, "but. I spoke to Coach "Onlv this: you may all
in those skin tight jeans, those Brunnhilde on that very subject regard me as a female chauvinist'
harness boots, and those only this afternoon." , pig if you so ,desire but I don't
peek-a-boo tank top shirts! UWell?" care. I will always mai-rtain that
Flaunting themselves in front of uWell, she lit up one of those sexual equality is a myth and
our innocent girls! Why I'll bet dreadful cigars of hers and she that the proper. stations of men
half of those sexually deprived told me to forget it. It seems and women were fixed at t~e
males go around just begging to that since the members of the creation by a higher power and a
be raped!" team voted to call themselves more sublime intelligence than
"That is neither your affair the 'Anthony Amazons' there any on this earth: if God had
nor mine, Ms. Laid, "said the hasn't been a single man outfor . intended that the sexes should
President coldly, "the point is, football all season." , be equal, she would have said
that the male students on this uAIi the saine, Madame so."
campus are demanding to be 'IL . f ~' 411~--------'---'--
regarded as individ,uals and not etters, rom P: . .Trips; fromp.2
as sex objects, and with that times. Lawyers who ,do not, '
demand I am in complete assert that their law-related you up the level Middletown
agreement." . efforts can_ bring about Valley which lies between
"Stuff and nonsensel . The significant social transformation Braddock Mountain (where you
only reason that most of them are co-opted, along with those in ~ started out from on Ridge Road)
came here was to get married!" their, sphere, of influence, into ~nd the Blue Ridge Mountains
"Please, Ms. Alliance! Don't the game plan of Hie wealthy (those are the mountains you
get started C!nthat again. It was and powerful. ,saw looking west from atop
. bad enough at the last university A new American revolution Braddock Mountain). This valley
convocation when you referred will not succeed because of' is' actually the extension of the
to the Men's LIberation Front as persons knowledgable in law, Shena ndoah Valley into
~, but it will never begin 'without Maryland--first you looked down
them. The struggle is seldom won upon it from Ridge RO,!d and'
by the force that is ignorant of now you're . cycling through' it;
the weapons of the enemy. Stop for a rest to visit the
During the time of actual battle Burketsville General Store-a
the legal technician may have his traditional country store selling
abilities reduced to the physical damn near everything. Once you
an~ intellectual abilities o.f.a get to Middletown be sure to
single man or woman, but It IS stop to reward yourself at Main's
not during the battle, but rather Ice Cream Parlor (it's right on
before the actual struggle begins,' .tha route) with some of the best
that the legal trainee can make ice cream anywhere (they make
significant impact on the it themselves):
outcome. Take Alternate Route 40
• It i~ necessary to the (East) coming out of
Eleven law schools from preparation and eventual success Middletown and the road climbs
Pennsylvania, Maryland and the of a struggle, not .only that back up atop Braddock
District will compete in straight "people ... change their style ~f Mountain and the intersection
elimination. ,competition; the I'f th . tlook their '
I e, elr ou s, . h R'd 'R d' Y carf· t d r" d place teams to ' . h ., d' WIt I ge oa. ourIrs an ""con perceptions, t elr ,preJu Ices, h Id b h 'f' e'
t· t th f' Is I'n'New . I h' . " M s ou e t ere or I you rcon lOue on 0 e lOa their goa s. t elr actions, as r.
'York in mid-December. Last Clark puts it, but also that I ~haMu!dfedrledperhap~ ~Ia,n to ':11eet
Y'ear's team from GW placed first I b e aware of the In I, etown at am s.
peop e ecom T . 'd'" b '50in the regionals, only to lose in location of the power in society, . hiS r?un triP ,IS.a out
the finals. th chan'cs and roots of. that miles which over a ~elsurely day
e me I '. b'k . ThThe problem this year is one p~wer (Jaw) and the means by IS not a taxtng I e tnp.' e
of federal jurisdiction. Petitioner h' h tha; power ca~ be roads are good and the traffic
before the' Supreme Court is a :a~~ferred. The legal trainee usually light: ~ost im~ortant,
corporation whose factory has (not necessarily lawyer) can play t~e ~ountryslde IS beautiful, th~
been. polluting 'he air in' an "integral part in this air 's clean an~ law sc~oo
violation of the Federal Clean. pre _struggle; , essenti a" y worlds' ~way-~hat s relaxation.
Air Act of 1970. Respondents educational process. The change Have a nrce ~np and let us know
are a class of citizens, residents will come with the, people, but how everythtng goes.
- of the town where the factory is the people must be ready.
located; they are seeking Chuck Leone ,
monetary damages and an ,...------'-...:...--------.:----~--------I
~~~~~ti~nhe s~~s~~~gb~~~r/I:~: ,Facufty' Meets Studen'ts
Court are whet~er the Act ,
permits private suits for The faculty at their those present abstaining.
monetary damages,' whether September 8 meeting voted to The faculty resolution called-
under principles of, pendent accept an S.B.A, proposal calling for five faculty members
jurisidiction the federal district for the formation of a appointed by the Dean to sit on
court may consider the Facu ltv-Student Negotiating the committee with an equal
respondents' claim for damages Committee: The function of this number of students selected by
under a common law nuisance new joint committee is to the S.B.A. Negotiating
theory, and whether respondents discuss the present and future Committee. This week the
constitute a manageable class. role of law students in theNLC faculty appointments made by
The GW team is briefing decision making process. The Dean Kramer were announced as
petitioner's argument but must S.B.A. proposal was presented ,Dean Potts, Prof. H.P. Green,
be prepared to argue both sides and explained by James Prof. Rothschild, Prof.
orally. Kutcher, S.B.A: President, and Merrifield and Prof. Sharpe. The
All students interested in Ray Anderson, S.S.A. Treasurer, date for the' Faculty-5tudent
attending the Regional at the meeting, attended by Negotiating Committee's initial
competition are encouraged to approximately half of the NLC meeting has not been set, but
contact one of the team faculty members. The vote to should be announced within the
members or John Hoglund, Van accept the proposal was week. ,
Vleck President. unanimous with a number of
Moot Court
Competition
Th'is year's National Moot
Court Team members are David
Serz, Chuck Fax, and Stan
Kaleczyc. The team will
represent the 'National Law
Center . in' the regional
competition, to be held in
Pittsburgh on November 4 and
5.
Law Spouses Announcement
by Anita Lankard
Harboring considerable
enthusiasm and talent within its
ranks, Law Spouses recently
elected these officers for the
'72-'73 season: Beth Hayes,
President; Susie Kapp, Vice
President; Tana Warren,
Secretary; ,Maimun Ringold,
Treasurer. Committee chairmen
were appointed as follows:
Linda McCormick and Christine,
Hudson, Co-Chairmen Education
Committee; Ann Suter, Social
Chairman; Anita Lankard,
Publicity Chairman.
Arthur Miller has consented
to inform us about personalities
and political leanings of the
Supreme Court Justices, and
their influences as related to
specific cases. If you've been
lucky enough to peruse a recent
issue of 'the Nation,' you may
remember his name in
connection . with' one of _the
articles dealing with that topic.
We've landed this interesting
man for October 15 at 2 p.m. in
Bacon Hall. Sharpen your wits
for what promises to, be a
stimulating Sunday afternoon!
It is a known "trite phrase"
that "all work and no play
makes ... ," To avoid this pitfall
attend our October 27th
scheduled event, a beer and chili
'party. This may be a "boo," but
please provide your own liquid
refreshment at our Friday night,
pre-Halloween gathering.
Mark your calendar for the
October 15th and 27th events.
Plenty of parking in Lot 3A
across from B.H. and plenty of
comraderie inside, Watch for the,
Law Spouses' Calendar
appearing monthly in the
Advocate.
THE ADVOCATE
NEEDS A NEW
.,BUSINESS MANAGER
Duties:
'Solicit Ads
Manage the Books
Pay: 20% on all ads
Call 676-7325
or come by
our office
.- TOURS,
2001 WISCONSIN AVENUE N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20007
Suite 215 (Page Bldg.) 333-3550
AU ITAUAN CREW ITAUAN SERVICE ITAUAN REGISTRY
"*,AllGEUNA LAURO*
14Day R~;iWkIay Cruise
from Pt. Everglades. Ftortda
Departs e.ery oth.r Sotvrday,
Noy. 25, 1972 throu.hA ... ~1., 1973
Nana.,loh ....... Sa..Juan· St. fh.m ••
Martinique. Trinidad. Caracas. V....... _a
.rube • Cartagena· 'ana", ... Mon'ego &oy
From $495 to $1015
•Joint S.rvil:1l!'Co,to/lou(o lin~l
, [From 'Florida]
"FEDERICO c. -
7o.,~:~CnUse
from Pt. EweI'lflacies. Florida
Deports .v.ry Saturtlay
... i.."i...OcI.21 ..........
Au,,,st 11. 1973
541.. JllIIa .. , Puerto Rico· St. Thom.s.
Vi,.i .. I. , Mo........ ay. Jam_ico
From $294 to $515
%CARLAC.
7Day R~~~lciay Cruise
from San Juan. Puerto Rico
Departs every Satun'ay
throvthout the year
Sa .. J ...... Puerta Rico· Cu~c_
Trinidocf • Caracas, Vene.uel.
"Martiniftue • St. T......... Virgi" I.
From $329 to $660
Ai; Rt from Washington
Ai~ Rt from Washill/!ton
%RAYIA.
:1&4 Day R~~";"'lday Cruises
from Miami. Florida
Departs
_.every Monday and 'ritlay
the year round
~Bah:amas-
'From $95 to $200
[From Florida)
TRADE· TEXT - FOREIGN· LAW
MEDICAL
BOOK SALE
Save 50%
and More
Save
On
t'\fote Books,
Graph Paper,
Art Supplies.
Look For
The
Red
Tickets
Special
Sale
,On
Stationery,
Novelties,
Football Gomes
And Many
Other Things.
Look For
The
Red
TicketsGET YOUR
PERSONALIZED
TEE SHIRTS AT
"THE HOT PRESS CORNER"
QUICK SERVICE ALWAYS
Super Pac Is Coming!!!
Watch For L.P.'Record Sale Next Week
/'- -- .. ~ IG-==_~"'. G _.~:..- "~= ~~~
